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Abstract:
Predictive Process Monitoring aims at exploiting event logs in business processes by
providing predictions and forecasts on key business metrics such as time, cost and ac-
tivity executions. As the interest in this field grows, various methods and approaches
have been implemented in both academia and industry sectors in order to produce vi-
sual results that are understandable to the users. In this Master’s Thesis, we propose a
web-based framework and tool that enables participants in this field to build quick visu-
alizations on their predictive models for evaluation. Furthermore, this project intends to
have an independent front-end application which can work with any method running on
the back-end as a web-service that is used in the prediction process. Finally, this project
looks into the realm of inter-case predictions which uses multiple cases in building a
prediction model of an event log.
Keywords:
Predictive Process Monitoring, Process Mining, Process Analytics Tool
CERCS: P170- Computer Science, Numerical Analysis, Systems, Control
Veebipõhine tööriist Ennustuspõhiseks Protsessianalüütikaks Lühi-
kokkuvõte:
Äripotsesside ennustav seire kasutab äriprotsesse toetavaid sündmuste logisid, luues en-
nustusi äriindikaatorite suhtes, näiteks aeg, maksumus ja järgnevad sündmused. Arves-
tades kasvavat huvi valdkonna vastu, on nii äri- kui akadeemilises valdkonnas loodud
mitmeid lahendusi visualiseerimaks neid ennustusi kasutaja jaoks arusaadaval kujul.
Käesolevas magistritöös pakume välja veebipõhise raamistiku ja tööriista, mis lubab
kasutajatel hindamiseks kiirelt visualiseerida ennustusmudeleid. Veelgi enam, selle töö
käigus loodi veebirakendus, mis suudab suhelda veebiteenuste abil ükskõik millise en-
nustusprotsessis kasutatava serveri rakendusega. Lõpuks uurib antud töö ka mitme juh-
tumi põhist ennustust, mis tähendab, et mudelid luuakse kasutades mitut sündmuste logi
juhtumit.
Võtmesõnad:
Protsessi Ennustav Seire, Protsessikaeve, Protsessi Analüüsitööriistad
CERCS: P170- Arvutiteadus, arvutusmeetodid, süsteemid, juhtimine (automaatjuhti-
misteooria)
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1 Introduction
Predictive Process Analytics (PPA) is the art of visualizing the results in the evaluation
phase of prediction methods. In this section, we discuss the concepts behind process
prediction, the current issues encountered and the goals of this project.
1.1 Motivation
Exploitation of diverse types of data in the modern era allows one to gain an advan-
tage in business ventures. Most advanced companies store information about process
executions into textual files. These are called event logs, which are storages for the his-
torical traces depicting completed process executions. Process mining [21], a spin-off
field in Business Process Management deals with this undertaking where it desires to
show the flow of activities or how it plays (process discovery), to see if the execution
is conformant when performing a replay against an existing business process model
(conformance checking) and to improve or extend a process model with the use of the
information from the log (process enhancement). Furthermore, it deals with operational
support, which is an online technique that uses pre-mortem event data, i.e. ongoing
cases that can be analyzed at runtime.
There are three main goals of operational support. First is to detect any deviant cases,
recently expired deadlines and anything that goes wrong in the process. Second is to
predict when cases will finish or if the outcome is desirable or not. Lastly, it intends
to recommend future activities and its respective performers. The goal of predictive
process monitoring is to use historical traces stored in event logs to derive a predictive
model that will yield practical results helping eliminate risks of failure of an ongoing
case, predicting its outcome and its time of completion as well as its compliance with
respect to a process model.
Take for example a purchase done in the online delivery process. The goal of the
supplier is to send the goods to the procurer on the scheduled time arbitrated. A normal
flow of activities may include collecting the item, storing it inside the box, providing it
to a courier, giving the item over to the customer, and validating whether the delivery
is successful. These executions are logged together with other optional or mandatory
details like location, performers of tasks and conditions during the delivery. The goal
of predictive monitoring is to use these previous executions to find underlying patterns
and see if the newly executed process instances will result in a successful and timely
delivery.
However, current approaches hardly take into consideration dependencies among
different historical cases. Furthermore, the previously performed methods don’t offer
a visualization platform for others to easily re-use on their own datasets. This project
would like to collate those approaches and provide a tool where users may combine
different techniques. Furthermore, this kind of tool allows concerned parties to easily
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conduct experiments using previous approaches, thus giving them usable baseline re-
sults for their own research. In addition, we provide a method to take both intra and
inter case features into consideration for prediction.
1.2 Goal and Problem Statement
In this thesis, we combine and present the different methods used in predictive process
monitoring for us to provide an analytics framework that can be re-used by interested
participants for the faster visualization of evaluation results. This thesis mainly aims at
simplifying the evaluation process in process predictions by providing a base tool and
web services performing the predictive algorithms.
We define our research goals as follows:
1. How can we categorize prediction methods from existing approaches?
2. How can we support inter-case feature encoding for predictive monitoring?
3. How can we design a web-based framework for supporting such prediction meth-
ods?
In addressing these questions, we look into papers that tackled process predictions.
We look into their approaches, specifically looking into the type of prediction and what
methods they use to achieve it.
This paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents the related work done in predictive process monitoring.
Section 3 describes what predictive process monitoring is.
Section 4 presents the main contribution of this project, in particular, we discuss the
classification of the types of predictions we implemented in the tool. We also intro-
duce the novel inter-case encoding. In our approach, we implemented it to predict the
remaining time of an ongoing case.
Section 5 describes the implementation of the front-end and back-end applications.
Section 6 discusses the evaluation of the new predictive techniques.
Section 7 summarizes the answers to the goals of the project and provide additional
input on how one can extend and improve the implementation of the tool.
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2 Related Work
This section presents the state of the art in Predictive Process Monitoring. We summa-
rize the approaches by identifying the type of prediction and the method for achieving
it.
2.1 Remaining Time Predictions
First, we look at approaches that deal with time predictions, i.e., more in detail, ap-
proaches that aim to answer any of the following questions:
1. Given a current state in the process, how much more time do I have to wait for the
process to end?
2. Given a current state in the process, how long will it take for me to arrive to this
step in the process?
A paper by van Dongen et al. [22] used non-parametric regression for computing
the remaining cycle time rather than using the most trivial way, which is to estimate
the average cycle time and deduce the elapsed time. Polato et al. [14, 15] instead
used different methods for computing the remaining time such as simple regression,
regression with contextual information and data-aware transition systems. Ceci et al.
[2] also predicted the remaining time by identifying partial process models by sequential
pattern mining. These partial process models are used to train and create the predictive
models for the estimation of the completion time. Moreover, van der Aalst et al. [20]
proposed another approach for time prediction based on annotated transition systems to
get the remaining time until completion of a process execution.
2.2 Load Predictions
The goal of this type of prediction is to prepare the organization for making business
decisions based on the amount of incoming work. Some questions this type of prediction
tries to answer are:
1. How many new cases will be coming in on Monday?
2. How many workers do I need during this time of the season?
The paper of Castellanos et. al. [1] shows the incorporation of time series in their
business operations platform to predict aggregated metrics such as average total duration
of cases on a given day.
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2.3 Outcome Based Predictions
Next, we deal with the type of prediction that classifies the ongoing case. For this type
of prediction, we look into categorical results that address the following questions:
1. Will the ongoing trace finish before a time specified?
2. Will the ongoing trace violate service level agreements?
3. Is the ongoing trace in risk of failing?
4. What will be the next activity or sequence of activities after performing a task?
The general goal of this type of prediction is to check for negative outcomes in
business processes to carry out reparative actions before the process execution ends.
For example, Polato et al. [15] allow the user to input a threshold time to check if
the process will finish before it or not. Verenich et. al. [24] used a temporal deviance
criterion by labeling traces as fast or slow based on whether they finish within a specified
time threshold. If the trace does not finish for the given time, it is considered as deviant
and will be categorized as slow. Federici et al. [7] presented a tool which allows a user
to select classification and clustering methods to be able to predict an outcome at a given
prefix of an ongoing case. Maggi et al. [12] present an approach that provides an early
advice of the outcome.
Conforti et al. [3] presented a recommendation system using Decision Support Sys-
tems that guides the process participants in making choices during risky operations. In
the prospects of identifying risks of failure, Conforti et al. [4] used a Predictive Risk
Monitor where they detect risks as early as possible by using digital sensors and simi-
larities in the business process.
To predict the next task, Polato et al. [15] predict the future sequences of activities
given a prefix of the ongoing process instance. They used transition systems to pre-
dict the next sequences of tasks. Tax et al. [18] had a different method of predicting
sequences of activities using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Networks.
2.4 Cost Predictions
Cost is a key indicator of business processes that organizations are interested to predict.
Wynn et. al. [25] implemented an approach to support cost analysis in business pro-
cesses by using statistics on the historical data in event logs with cost attributes. Their
tool allows users to create queries such as:
1. What is the predicted cost of an ongoing case?
2. Who can perform the task the cheapest?
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2.5 Intra-case and Inter-case Predictions
Intra-case predictions do not deal with dependencies among traces. Most approaches in
predictive process monitoring have focused in this area.
Just recently, a research done by Conforti et. al [4] looked into the inter-case pre-
diction realm which evaluates multiple process executions at one time and present rec-
ommendations in terms of who will perform a certain task. They used an algorithm
that optimally distributes work items to the resource while minimizing the risk and the
overall execution time. In this thesis, we show how to use inter-case features to take
into consideration dependencies among traces for prediction.
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3 Background
This section describes Predictive Process Monitoring and the methods used in this thesis
for the implementation of the analytics tool.
3.1 Predictive Process Monitoring
The main goal of Predictive Process Monitoring (PPM) is to predict the fulfillment of
business goals through online monitoring of ongoing process executions. It uses an
event log containing historical process executions to build a predictive model able to
analyze ongoing traces and make predictions.
Different techniques have been proposed in the context of Predictive Monitoring in
Business Processes. They can be classified according to the type of prediction such as
time, outcome and conformance of an ongoing trace. For example, one company offers
a solution to provide a service that finishes within the same day. To avoid violations in
this rule, we can perform predictive process monitoring on running process instances.
This is to avoid violations in the contracts and appropriate tasks allocations of resources
for the successful completion of a process instance.
In this subsection, we describe the elements that are needed for predictive process
monitoring.
3.1.1 The Event Log
To be able to make an encoded data to create prediction models, we use completed
(historical) process executions stored in an event log. In this project, the logs we use
are in the Extensible Event Stream (XES) [23] format. An example of the contents
of the XES file is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that this file is following XML
specifications where the root is the log which contains the element, trace which further
contains events.
In mathematical terms, we let an event log L as the representation of process ex-
ecutions. We let  be the representation of an event log. An event log L is a K-sized
sequence of event executions or cases. We define an event log asL = {σi : i = 1, ..., K}
where σi = (e1i , ..., e
n
i ) ∈ ∗ is a case i of length n. For predicting an ongoing case, we
look into its prefix. We deine the prefix function as φ : ∗×N+ → ∗, which returns the
prefix of a case at size n which then gives a sequence φ(σi, n) = (e1i , ..., e
n
i ) : n ≤ ni.
This function returns σi for traces where n > ni. The exteded log L∗ = {φ(σi, n) : σi ∈
L, n ≤ ni} is the event log that contans all prefixes.
Moreover, we consider that each event in the sequence has attribute-value (AV) pairs.
The AV function is defined as α to be α : → A1× ...×Ap with Aj, j = 1, ..., p being p
attribute domains. We assume ∃j : Aj as the timestamps TS which can be expressed in
UNIX time recordings. In addition, we consider j = 1, ..., p the unknown value⊥ ∈ Aj .
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Figure 1. XES file of the Production Log
Finally, we associate a label for every prefix of σi. An example of label is the remaining
time y(φ(σi, n)) ∈ Y where Y is the domain of the labels. As the case progresses or
executing new activities, we take note that the values of these labels also change.
As an example, we can consider the sample XES file in Figure 1. This event log
was taken from a production process, where Case 1 is the first event sequence σ1.
Its AV function map the Turning & Milling - Machine 4 event to "ID4932, 2012-01-
29T23:24:00.000+02:00 corresponding to the attributes resource and timestamp.The
remaining time for this event is the difference between its timestamp and the times-
tamp of the last event in the case. Take note from this example that there is a case
attribute variant which is static at each event execution in the trace while the resource
and timestamp are dynamic.
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3.1.2 Encoding Methods
Encoding is an essential part of data preprocessing. It is required for feeding the algo-
rithms creating the predictive models. In this study, we looked at the encoding methods
presented in the paper of Leontejeva et. al. [11]. We used the Simple Index Based
Encoding in the analytics tool presented in this project.
Figure 2. Encoding Methods Introduced by Leontjeva et. al. [11]
This encoding method only takes into account the control-flow of the trace. Every
feature in this encoding method is the event from index 0 to n, the specified point or
prefix to make the prediction. An example of this encoding and other available methods
are shown in Figure 2. These other methods are the following:
1. Boolean Encoding assigns a true or false value if an event occurs in the trace.
2. Frequency Based Encoding gets the number of occurences of an event in a trace.
3. Index Latest Payload Encoding is an extension of simple index encoding but
with the inclusion of the data payload at the provided prefix.
For this project, we present two more encoding methods in the Contributions section
of the paper.
3.1.3 Prediction Methods
In this subsection, we present the methods in predictions used in this project. We con-
sider these methods as the learning task responsible for building the prediction models.
1. Classification In this learning method, the goal is to categorize new observations
based on a training set with the same set of observed features.
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(a) Decision Trees - A decision tree is a graph in a shape of a tree where there
are leaves and branches. Each leaf has a numerical value in terms of prob-
ability in order make decisions based on the input variables. The encoded
traces will be fed here to be able to create the model that would allow en-
coded ongoing traces to be predicted.
(b) Random Forest - is a tree ensemble learning method that applies the con-
cept of bagging which uses the combination of learning models to increase
the accuracy [10]. A given dataset is split into random subsets from which
multiple decision trees are created. When doing a prediction, the concept of
voting is used to produce the final predicted value. This approach in machine
learning improves the accuracy and prevents over-fitting of the model.
(c) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) - is a classification algorithm that provides a
prediction based on the majority population of the K closest neighbors in a
given feature space.
2. Regression is a machine learning method that predicts a number using a function.
Regression methods create a line estimation from a given set of observations. To
train the regression models, a dataset in which the last column serves as the target
or the expected value is prepared.
Among the regression approaches, we distinguish:
(a) Linear Regression - allows for detecting functions like
y = f(x)
where f(x) is a function that fits a line based on independent variables or the
features in the dataset and y is the predicted value. If there is only one feature
used as the independent variable in the function, it is defined as Simple,
otherwise, it is considered as multivariate.
(b) Lasso Regression - this is the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Oper-
ator (Lasso) [10]. This is a regression method that uses a shrinkage method
through penalization on large values to prevent it from being weighed more
in the prediction.
(c) Random Forest Regression - the concept is similar to the classification
approach. The only difference is in the voting mechanism which uses the
average results for each tree to get the final value of prediction.
(d) XGBoost - the name of this algorithm is short for Extreme Gradient Boost-
ing [8]. This method is nearly the same with Random Forest as it also uses
the notion of tree ensembles. They differ though in training where XGBoost
builds on weak classifiers (shallow trees which may have two leaves only).
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A classifier is added at each time, which improves the previously trained tree
ensemble.
3. Time series [17] is a series of data recorded at each point in time. This is a
discrete-time data which can be plotted on a line chart which gives the ability
to show trends, cycles, fluctuations and seasonal movements. An example of
a time series models is called ARMA (Autoregressive-Moving Average). This
univariate model of time series forecasting includes two parts, Autoregressive
(AR) and Moving Average (MA). Autoregressive models explain that the current
value xt of the time series can be derived from the data in the past. This can be
formulated in the equation:
xt = c1xt−1 + c2xt−2 + ...+ cpxt−p
where c1, c2, cp are constants (cp 6= 0), p is the number of steps in the past to look
at and t as the point in time for the prediction.
Moving Average model, on the other hand, assumes the white noise errors wt are
combined linearly to produce the output prediction.
xt = wt + l1wt−1 + l2wt−2 + ...+ lqwt−q
where l1, l2, lp are lags (lq 6= 0) and q as the order.
ARMA is the combination of both equations above which includes both p and q
as the autoregressive and moving average terms, respectively.
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4 Contribution
We present in this section the answers to the research questions and the architecture of
a web-based tool for predictive process analytics.
4.1 Categorization of Prediction Methods in Process Monitoring
We perform a categorization of the prediction methods to find the gaps in the state of
the art and select parts which are not yet addressed in Predictive Process Monitoring.
This is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Method Map in Predictive Process Monitoring
Based on the literature review in Section 2, we present four general types of pre-
diction in process monitoring. To be able to achieve the predictions, we classify the
approach as either intra-case or inter-case. In the real world, process executions can hap-
pen at the same time, which means that these cases may depend on one another. When
predictive process monitoring is done in scenarios where resource contention occurs, it
is called dependent inter-case predictive monitoring or inter-case predictive monitoring
with interplay among cases. For example, as shown in Figure 3, when two customers
submit a form almost at the same time and there is only one Junior Employee who can
review the form and another one to input it to the system, the completion time required
for the customer who submitted later will be longer compared to the first customer.
However, the dependency among traces could also be exploited without making it
explicit in the encoding but rather, learn it from the implicit relations in the training
set. We call this as inter-case without interplay or inter-case for independent cases. An
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Figure 3. Contention in Resources
example of implied relations are those cases that happen on the same day. We take the
frequency of how many cases that occurred in each day to be able to make predictions
for the workload on the next day. This is done through the aggregation of the data of
each traces in the event log.
Furthermore, cells with "?" values means that based on our research in the state of
the art, no current approaches has been done to make the prediction while cells with red
text on it are new methods proposed in this thesis. Cells in the blue background have
implemented methods in the tool.
This categorization of predictive process monitoring approaches addresses the first
research question which is to look into the state of the art and classify the current meth-
ods to identify the gap and decide which methods are suited to be included in the Pre-
dictive Process Analytics tool.
4.2 General Framework for a Predictive Process Evaluation Tool
To create a general framework for an evaluation tool, we identified five main modules
with an addition of a storage for the data sources. This is shown in Figure 4.
First, we have the Front-end application which acts as the interface for the user to
select settings used for prediction and to analyze the prediction results. The second
module is the Log Manager which is responsible for managing the logs. Uploading
and retrieving the logs are the basic operations of this module. The third module is
the Encoder which retrieves the log from the storage, parses it and prepares the log for
the training phase in the Predictive Module. In this part, we retrieve the encoded data,
split it into training and test set for evaluation, and build the predictive model from the
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training data. Finally, using the test data, we test it against the model created to get its
accuracy. The aggregation of the results are done in the Evaluation Module which is
tasked to calculate the error of the prediction model created.
To be programming language agnostic in the encoding and prediction modules, we
present the idea of using web services for each algorithm. This explains the multiple
clouds for both modules in the framework in Figure 4.
Figure 4. General Framework of a Predictive Process Analytics Tool
4.3 Types of Prediction
Using the cells with blue background in Table 1, we present the following prediction
types included in the tool. We also present an architecture on how one can perform a
prediction model based on the type of prediction.
4.3.1 Remaining Time Predictions
Remaining time predictions pertain to address the queries on how much longer one
has to wait for the process to finish or to reach a certain point in the process. Figure
5 shows the main flow evaluating this metric. During the encoding process of this
prediction type, the label is given the value of the computed remaining time per trace.
Furthermore, the number of rows in the encoded data for each trace depends on its
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number of activities. This means that we perform encoding at every event in the trace.
After the encoding process, we use this data to be able to create a prediction model. As
remaining time is expressed in numerical terms, we use regression algorithms to build
the prediction model. Once we have the prediction model, we use the same encoding
method for an ongoing trace and feed its output to the predictive model to provide a
remaining time prediction.
Figure 5. Remaining Time Prediction Architecture
An example use case for this scenario is one in which we want to know when a
patient will be able to get the results after performing a blood test examination. We use
the historical data of other traces that performed similar tasks for training a predictive
model and be able to make a prediction for this instance based on its own features.
To be able to get a prediction of this type, we use two methods called the intra-case
prediction and inter-case prediction. The methods differ in the way they encode the
event log. In intra-case prediction, it uses the methods presented in the Section 3.1.2
while inter-case prediction uses a novel idea that we present in Section 4.3.5.
4.3.2 Load Prediction
Load Prediction refers to predictions where features are aggregated from multiple traces.
An example of this scenario would answer the question of how many cases is expected
to be executed tomorrow. Another example for this is to know how many resources
would be recommended based on the number of cases expected. The architecture for
performing predictions of this type is shown in Figure 6. An event log is fed into our
proposed daily calculator encoder where its output is used in a time series forecasting
algorithm to build a prediction model. To make the predictions, a user can specify the
number of steps of how many intervals to forecast. In this thesis, we only predict one
step ahead for every predictive model built. Thus, given a data of the first five days, we
predict the load on the sixth day.
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Figure 6. Workload Prediction Architecture
In here, we propose a new encoding method we call as Load Encoding which ag-
gregates the data among cases. This encoding method will traverse the log to get all
possible dates and/or time and count the frequency of active traces and resources used.
Table 2 shows an example of this encoding method. D is the date and time at a given
point i to j, where i is the date of the first event execution in the log while j is the
detected date of the last event execution. In this thesis, we use the ARMA forecasting
algorithm to build the prediction model from the encoded log.
Date and Time Frequency
Di 5
...
Dj 7
Table 2. Load Encoding
4.3.3 Next Activity Prediction
In predicting the next activity, the event log is fed into an encoder. In this thesis, we use
the simple index encoding to get the control flow of a given trace for a given prefix. For
example, if the prefix provided is three, we expect to have four columns of data in the
encoded log. The first three of which are the first three events of the trace and the fourth
column is considered as the label or class which is represented by the fourth activity. As
we are expecting categorical output in prediction, classification algorithms in machine
learning are used with the encoded log.
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A use case for this metric is when one wants to know which activity to be performed
without looking into the business process model. In general terms, this kind of predic-
tion shows the path to completion of the ongoing process. This may suggest which next
activities to perform based on the current state of the running case.
Figure 7. Next Activity Prediction Architecture
4.3.4 Outcome Based Prediction
This type of prediction refers to a categorized prediction results. From one of the papers
presented in Section 2.3, a trace can be categorized as fast or slow depending if its
remaining time is lesser of higher than a specified threshold time. In this example, we
can treat the threshold time as the business goal. A real-life scenario for it is one would
like to finish the process in five hours. If the process finishes before five hours, then it
is considered as fast, otherwise it is slow.
Figure 8. Outcome Prediction Based on Business Goals
Another example use case for this scenario occurs, for instance, when we want to
know if one activity be followed by another. For instance, in a hospital setting, we could
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have a rule according in which surgery would lead to the discharge of the patient. We
use the compliance with respect to this business rule to identify for each trace the label
class during the encoding of the event log for creating the predictive model.
After encoding the log, we use a classification algorithm in machine learning to train
encoded training set. A test trace is then fed to the same encoding algorithm and use the
built prediction model to get the predicted classification result. This process is shown in
Figure 8.
4.4 Motivation for Inter-case Predictions
When considering predictive process monitoring problems in real-life settings, one can
identify several scenarios that reflect different levels of inter-case dependencies. Below,
we report four realistic scenarios from an emergency department (ED) and a radiol-
ogy department (RD). The examples are targeting the remaining time prediction as the
prediction type.
1. Scenario 1: Urgent Patients An urgent patient who arrives into the ED requires
first aid, and thus receives high priority. Hence, the patient does not compete over
shared resources, as she gets immediate help. Here, the dependency between the
urgent case and all other cases is negligible, and the remaining time of that case
will depend on the clinical history of the patient. This is a case where intra-case
features are most predictive for the prediction type.
2. Scenario 2: Homogeneous Patients Consider the distribution of food among
patients in the emergency department. Here, assuming that no patient type has
priority over the others, service times are independent and identically distributed
for all patients, and the distribution order is random. Hence, we expect that the
remaining time for a specific case would depend only on the total number of
patients waiting to receive food.
3. Scenario 3: Heterogeneous Patient Types with Priorities Consider the radi-
ology department, where patients compete over several types of machines (e.g.,
XRAY, CT, and MRI). Patients are prioritized according to their diagnosis, age,
and recent events. For example, patients who recently went through an Oncology
consultation receive the highest priority class. Patients with orthopedic trauma
who were recently triaged (seen by a nurse) will receive the lowest priority class.
In this setting, it is important to discriminate case types, and consider the number
of patients in each priority class [16].
4. Scenario 4: Heterogeneous Patient Types with History-Dependent Priorities
Consider the surgery department, where patients compete over surgeons and op-
erating rooms. Patients are prioritized according to their diagnosis, age, and their
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clinical history. For example, patients with a severe diagnosis and who already
had other similar suspected diagnosis or other severe diseases in the past, receive
the highest priority class. Patients who never had health problems and with a
minor trauma will receive the lowest priority class. In this setting, a more fine-
grained case typing than in Scenario 3 must be considered. In particular, one
needs to take into account the history of the arriving patients when creating pa-
tient priorities.
To summarize, we observe that different processes may require different feature
encodings to capture inter-case dependencies. We shall return to these scenarios in
Section 4.7, where we present our solution to inter-case feature encoding.
4.5 Bi-dimensional STEP
In this section we present a novel idea on bi-dimensional sequence to feature encoding
to answer the question on inter-case dependencies in predictive process monitoring.
4.5.1 Problem Setup
In this section, we present the problem that we solve in this paper, namely the Sequence-
To-feature Encoding Problem (STEP). The problem arises when we aim at casting the
predictive monitoring problem (PPM) into a learning task. The casting appears straight-
forward. As solution to the PPM, f , one may consider using fˆ that results from setting:
(i) the training set S to be L∗ (all prefixes of historical cases); (ii) F to be some class of
functions (e.g., the set of linear functions); and (iii) r to be some risk function (e.g., the
squared error).
However, the training data in the learning task setting, S , is assumed to be a set
of independent and identically distributed (i.id.) observations of feature-outcome pairs,
(xi, yi). In contrast, the training data that stems from L∗ contains a set of highly depen-
dent prefix-outcome pairs, (zi, y(zi)), zi = φ(σi, n) with i = 1, . . . , K, n = 1, . . . , ni:
any two prefixes of the same case are highly correlated as they represent the same pro-
cess execution (intra-case dependencies), and every two prefixes that run in the process
at the same time potentially share limited resources (inter-case dependencies). Further-
more, the learning task solution function fˆ maps a newly observed feature value to a
label, while in the PPM problem, the new value is a (possibly running) case. This leads
to the need for transforming sequences into features.
Problem 1. (Sequence-To-feature Encoding Problem (STEP)) Let L∗ be an extended
event log that contains all prefixes of the sequences in L. Solving the STEP problem
is to find a function g : E∗ × Y × 2L → X × Y such that the result of its operation,
{g(σi, y(σi), L∗))} ⊂ X × Y , is an i.id. sample of feature-outcome from X × Y .
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Clearly, a STEP solution includes a joint choice of g and X . The STEP has been solved
in [19, 12, 11, 22] by various intra-case feature encodings. The main contribution of this
paper is a novel solution to STEP that leverages inter-case information, while bounding
the feature space size.
4.5.2 Solution
In this section, we show our solution to STEP by means of the construction of a bi-
dimensional STEP function gβ that maps every prefix in L∗ and its corresponding label
intoX×Y withX being a bi-dimensional feature spaceX1×X2. The first component of
the feature space, X1, captures intra-case dependencies, while the second component,
X2, represents inter-case dependencies. The first dimension is defined using existing
techniques from [11], while the contribution of this paper is in the definition of X2,
and in the construction of gβ . In the remainder, we specify the basic requirements that
a STEP solution needs to satisfy. Then, guided by these requirements, we provide a
method to encode the intra- and inter-case dimensions.
Denote Sβ the set of feature-outcome pairs such that
Sβ = {(xi, yi) = gβ(σi, y(σi), L∗) | σi ∈ L∗}. (1)
We are looking for a STEP solution such that the following requirements hold:
1. Sufficiency. Let σi and σj be two different prefixes coming from L∗. We require
that (xi, yi) = gβ(σi, y(σi), L∗) is independent of (xj, yj) = gβ(σj, y(σj), L∗),
i.e., the resulting label yi depends only on xi and not on any other (xj, yj) in Sβ .
2. Accuracy. When applying the learning task with a class of predefined functions F
to the training set that results from gβ , Sβ ⊂ X × Y , we require that gβ provides
the minimal empirical risk with respect to any other function g that solves the
STEP, i.e., for (xi, yi) = g(σi, y(σi), L∗) we require:
(fˆ , gβ) = argmin
f,g
1
K
K∑
i=1
r(f(xi), yi). (2)
3. Compactness. We require that the dimension of the feature space |X | will not
exceed the minimal required representation for sufficiency and accuracy to hold.
Sufficiency assures that gβ provides sufficient information such that for (xi, yi) ∈
Sβ , the label yi will depend only on xi. This implies that after the encoding,
both inter-case and intra-case dependencies required to predict the label yi are
captured by the corresponding xi. We use sufficiency to justify our decisions
when constructing gβ .
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Further, accuracy and compactness assure thatX provides an accurate representation
of the dependencies, and is compact. In order to demonstrate that the accuracy and
compactness requirements hold for our solution gβ , we evaluate the method by using
our STEP solution gβ to solve the PPM based on real-world data shown in Section 6.
Below, we briefly outline the solution to the intra-case encoding, i.e., the construction of
X1. Then, we focus on the main contribution of our work, namely the inter-case STEP
encoding of sequences into X2.
4.6 Intra-Case STEP Encoding
In this part, we present the construction of X1. Solving this aspect of the STEP is related
to machine learning techniques for predicting labels in sequential data [6]. These meth-
ods transform training data that comprises correlated sequences into an independent
representation of the same sample by adding relevant information to the observations.
In particular, we select the sliding window method (Section 4 in [6]) to encode recent
(up-to window size w) history of the prefix. We denote by g(1)β the intra-case component
of gβ . Then, for σi = (e1i , . . . , e
n
i ), we get that
g
(1)
β (σi, y(σi), L
∗) = ((en−wi , . . . , e
n
i ), y(σi)), (3)
assuming without loss of generality that w ≤ n.
Note that one may consider the encoding of additional static and dynamic attribute-
values. For example, we set w = 1 and choose two AV functions as follows. Let
α1 : E → A1 be the elapsed time from the arrival of the patient until an event (dynamic),
and α2 : E → A2 be the age of a patient at an event (static). Then, an encoding of σi
above considers both AV functions and the last event (since w = 1) is:
g
(1)
β (σi, y(σi)) = (e
n
i , α1(e
n
i ), α2(e
n
i ), y(σi)). (4)
The sliding window approach assumes that the lastw events (and their Attribute-Values)
are sufficient to explain the prediction type. Therefore, if this assumption holds, the
sufficiency requirement is satisfied.
4.7 Inter-Case STEP Encoding
We now turn to introduce the inter-case STEP encoding. To give intuition, we use
Figure 9, which revisits the four scenarios from Section.
The vertical axis corresponds to the level of dependencies between the predicted
label and intra-case features (e.g., recent history, elapsed time, and age), while the hor-
izontal axis captures the level of dependencies for inter-case features (e.g., the number
of acute patients in the ED). The blue circle corresponds to the target patient, whose
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Figure 9. A graphical representation of our proposed bi-dimensional encodings.
prediction type we wish to predict, while the red circles correspond to the patient types
on whom the prediction type may depend (case types). Each case type can be described
in terms of intra-case features and the more case types we have, the more fine grained
information is required (i.e., the more features are required for encoding this informa-
tion). In this setting, Scenario 1 is placed on the intra-case axis, as there is no inter-case
dimension. In Scenario 2, the intra-case component does not change with respect to
Scenario 1, while the inter-case dimension increases in order to take into account all the
other patients grouped in the same class (i.e., all of the same case type). Finally, for
Scenarios 3 and 4, the inter-case component is further strengthened by means of a more
fine-grained case partitioning into types.
A strong assumption that drives our method is that case types (e.g., urgency prior-
ities) explain the inter-case dependencies between cases. If this assumption holds and
the types are properly selected, the sufficiency requirement is satisfied.
Our inter-case STEP encoding relies on four basic concepts, namely case types,
discrimination, partition, and (feature) derivation. More formally, we consider the en-
coding of σ = (e1, . . . , en) ∈ L∗ with the timestamp of the most recent event, en, being
tσ ∈ TS. We assume that all events are timestamped with an AV function τ . Consider-
ing time when encoding inter-case dependencies is crucial, since we assume that these
exist only between cases that run in the process at the same time. Below, we go over the
four concepts of the solution:
• Case Types. Denote T the set of m case types. Returning to our emergency
department, a type of a patient can be set according to her severity grade.
• Discrimination. The discrimination function δ is used to set the features that dis-
tinguish between case types. In particular, the discrimination function δ(σ) ∈ T ,
maps a case σ into its type T . Note that AV functions can be used for discrimi-
nation: we may consider, for example, the age of patient, and the elapsed time at
the previous event. The typed event log is
L∗T = {(σ, T ) ⊆ E∗ × T | σ ∈ L∗ ∧ δ(σ) = T}. (5)
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• Partitioning. In order to categorize cases into types, we define a function pi that
partitions a typed event log L∗T into m event logs according to their types, namely
pi(L∗T ) ∈ Lm.
• Derivation. A derivation function γ maps m event logs for some time tσ into the
desired feature space X2, i.e., γ : Lm × TS → X2. For example, γ can produce
the feature number of type i = 1, . . . ,m patients in the ED at time t.
To demonstrate the specification of the four concepts, consider Scenario 2 (i.e., food
distribution in the ED), where all patients are assumed homogeneous. Trivially, the case
type set is T = {Patient}, and the discrimination function results in a typed event log
L∗T = {(σ, Patient) | σ ∈ L∗} as all patients are of the same type (‘Patient’). The
partitioning function returns L∗T itself, while the derivation function γ can be set to the
number of cases by type at time t:
γ(L∗T , tσ) = |{(σ, T ) ∈ L∗T | τ(en) ≤ tσ ∧ δ(σ) = T}|. (6)
Here, the inter-case feature space results in X2 = N (i.e., the natural numbers). In
essence, once the quadruplet (T , δ, pi, γ) is specified, the inter-case component of gβ ,
which we denote by g(2)β , is constructed as follows:
g
(2)
β (σ, y(σ), L
∗) = γ(pi({δ(σ) | σ ∈ L∗}), τ(σ)). (7)
Let us consider a less trivial scenario, Scenario 3, where patients are typed according
to their last event (where the event represents the visited department) into m urgency
types, T = {e1, . . . , em | ei ∈ E} with m = |E| and ei being the possible events.
The discrimination function sets δ(σ) = en, with en being the last event of σ. The
partitioning is made according to the typed event log that results from the δ, and the
derivation function remains as in (Eq. 6). This leads to m features: the number of
patients of all possible urgencies at time tσ.
Each of the components δ, pi and γ plays a different role in our method. The par-
titioning function pi classifies cases according to the notion of similarity imposed by
the discrimination function δ. To avoid feature space explosion, the derivation func-
tion allows an aggregation of the resulting typed event logs. Having fully defined the
bi-dimensional STEP solution, we are now ready to test the accuracy and complexity
against real-life event logs. Furthermore, this section addresses our second research
question on how we can support inter-case predictions.
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5 Tool Implementation
In this section, we discuss the features of the created tool with respect to its front-end
and back-end applications. We describe its user interface and how it is usable based
on the gathered information for previous projects. The aim of this section is to answer
our third research question of designing a web based framework to support predictive
process monitoring.
5.1 Front-end Application
This application is called PPA (Predictive Process Analytics) Tool. The front-end ap-
plication is running using the AngularJS Material library1. The front end application is
divided into three main sections. These are the dashboard, prediction and log sections.
The implementation of the front-end application is publicly available2. The application
can be accessed with the following link3.
5.1.1 Front-end Application Architecture
Figure 10 shows the architecture of the front-end application. From the root of the appli-
cation, we create a module which contains its configurations. Inside the configuration,
we can specify the routes which get the corresponding views and controllers. Scope is
an object that is used to bind the views (in HTML) and controllers (in Javascript). A
module also holds different services which can be used in the controllers. These services
hold the links that provide connection to the back-end.
In a developer perspective, the most common changes happen to the boxes with the
green background. Views are the HTML files while the controllers are JavaScript files
that contain the logic of the operations. In addition, the developer is also asked to edit
the routes in order to create the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) link to the page for
the corresponding view and controller.
1https://material.angularjs.org/latest/
2https://github.com/kerwinjorbina/ppa-front-end
3http://193.40.11.57/
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Figure 10. Architecture of the Front-end Application
5.1.2 Views in the Application
The dashboard page is the first page the user sees when accessing the application. This
shows the details of a log in terms of the number of activities and resources per day and
the most executed activities in the log. In this page, a user may select a log to checkout.
A screenshot of this page is shown in Figure 11.
The prediction section allows the user to select the log, type of prediction and its
corresponding method. Refer to Figure 12 for the screenshot of this page. The details
of the method are dependent on which type of prediction is selected. The list of the
available types of prediction and its coresponding methods are shown in Table 3. The
list of logs is provided by a back-end web service which reads the logs in the storage.
Once the user provides the selection for the following values, the user will be redirected
to the appropriate prediction page. This page is a URL constructor so we can redirect
the user to the page of the prediction method.
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Figure 11. Dashboard Page for the PPA tool
Type of Predictions Methods
Remaining Time Intra-case Based Encoding, Inter-case Based Encoding
Load Time Series Based Prediction
Next Activity Classification Based Prediction
Outcome Classification Based Prediction
Table 3. Prediction Types and Methods
The four types of prediction and methods supported (as stated in the contribution
section) are the following:
1. Remaining Time
(a) Intra-case Prediction
(b) Inter-case Prediction
The two methods for predicting the remaining time share the same HTML file as
shown in Figures 13 and 14. This means that both will have the same evaluation
parameters. The tool allows the user to look into the general results, evaluation in
terms of the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), evaluation in terms of the root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) and the predictions per trace versus its actual remaining
time value. However, with a specified scope parameter, we are able to distinguish
if this page is using inter-case or intra-case encoding.
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Figure 12. Prediction Page
Figure 13. Inter-case Prediction Page
Both methods allow the user to select a setting to visualize the results. In intra-
case predictions, we allow the user to select which regression algorithm to use.
The regression methods used are Lasso, Random Forest and XGBoost. We use
the Scikit library[13] for the first two regression algorithms while the XGBoost
library4 for the third one. While, in the inter-case page, the user may be able to
select which of the four encoding levels to use (Level 0, 1, 2, 3). A higher level of
encoding means a higher degree of dependency is considered. All the algorithms
used are supported in a library implemented in Python.
If no results for a specific log are available on a certain log and method, the user
is prompted to click on the Train and Predict Button. Once the user performs
this button click, encoding of the log begins (index-based encoding for intra-case
predictions and feature to sequence encoding for inter-case prediction). Once
encoding is done, it creates the prediction model to be able to make predictions
4https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost
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for the ongoing traces.
Figure 14. Intra-case Prediction Page
2. Load
Time Series Forecasting
This prediction type only has one supported method in the tool. Once a sub-
mission of this prediction type is done, it performs the load encoding of the log
and creates a prediction model for every increment in a day. This means that the
current implementation of the tool supports 1-step ahead predictions only. Fore-
casting for the number of active traces and resources per day is performed. After
the training and evaluation are done for the log in this type of prediction, the
results are presented in a graph as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Load Prediction Page
3. Next Activity
(a) Classification Prediction
In this type of prediction, we allow the user to select a prefix, which serves as the
cutoff point before the prediction. After the user selects the prefix and selects to
Train and Predict the dataset, the results in terms of accuracy are shown in the
page and a table of the prediction of each case in the test set. This method uses
the Weka Library [9] in Java to create the prediction models. The page for this
type of prediction is shown in Figure 16. This page has two tabs, the first is the
general results which shows the accuracy of the prediction. The second tab shows
the history of events per trace where each activity is separated with an underscore
"_" character, the actual next activity and the predicted activity.
4. Outcome
(a) Classification Prediction
This implementation is a simplified version of the tool created by Federici et.
al. [5]. Here, the user is allowed to select a prefix in this prediction type and
a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) rule for the encoding of the log. Once the user
selects these parameters and clicks the Train and Predict button, it presents the
same visualization the next activity prediction with an addition of a pie chart for
the binary classification of the labels. In this project, we only support one LTL
rule which is to classify fast or slow traces. To perform this, we use the index
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Figure 16. Next Activity Prediction Page
based encoding and get the average time of all traces for a given prefix. This is
used as the threshold time in which if the trace has a remaining time value less
than it, we categorize it as fast, otherwise, it is slow. The screenshot of this page
is shown in Figure 17.
The third main page is the log page as shown in Figure 18. This allows a user to upload
a log for analysis. In this section, the log uploaded must be in XES format for the other
sections to interpret.
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Figure 17. Outcome Prediction Page
Figure 18. Log Upload Page
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5.2 Back-end Application
In this project, we use two backend systems to be able to show that prediction methods
can be created separately and can easily be incorporated in the tool.
Figure 19. Components of the Back-end Application
The main back-end application is running using the Django Framework5 in Python.
A web service running in Java Spring6 is used for the web service of the classification
algorithms.
For all these prediction types and methods, an automatic separation of the training
and testing set is performed in the back-end to the log. For machine learning methods
such as regression and classification algorithms, it uses 80 % of the data as the training
set and 20 % as the testing set. For forecasting algorithms, it uses the first five data as
the initial training set and incrementally increases until the end of the dataset.
5.2.1 Django Back-end
This back-end application presents the following web services:
1. Log Manager - this web service is an interface for the user to upload and get the
list of logs. This also provides interfaces to get the load encoding results for the
number of active traces and resources for each day. Finally, this also provides the
list of most executed events in the log.
2. Encoding - the encoding methods supported by this back-end service are the load
encoding, index-based encoding with different labels such as remaining time, next
activity and conformance to a business rule.
5https://www.djangoproject.com/
6https://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/
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3. Forecasting - the supported forecasting method is ARMA.
4. Regression - the supported prediction methods in this back-end application are
the linear, lasso, random forest and xgboost regression algorithms.
5. Inter-case Prediction Service - for the implementation of this prediction method,
the sequence to feature encoding, as well as the prediction methods, are integrated
into a module in the project.
The implementation of this back-end web service is publicly available7.
5.2.2 Java Spring Back-end
The java spring application supports the prediction methods for classification. These
are the decision trees using the REPTree algorithm, Random Forest Classification and
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN). To be able to run this on a server, we use Docker8 which
is an open source framework that allows an easy deployment by using containers that
hold the software. The source code of this implementation is located in this repository9.
7https://github.com/kerwinjorbina/predictive-process-webservice
8https://www.docker.com/
9https://github.com/kerwinjorbina/ppa-spring-backend
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6 Evaluation and Verification
In this section, we use real-world event log used to create predictive models and evaluate
them. We present the metrics we chose to evaluate the results. In this section, we only
present the evaluations of the new implementation performed in this study, i.e. the inter-
case prediction and the load forecasting.
6.1 Dataset
DS: This is a log pertaining to the manufacturing industry. This is published as a
comma separated value dataset that we converted to XES using Disco10. This dataset
contains the activities performed by machines and human resources to produce a prod-
uct. The dataset spans from January 2012 to March 2012 with 225 cases, 55 types of
activities, 49 human resources and 31 physical resources such as machines.
6.2 Evaluation Measures
As this project is a tool that will help researchers in creating fast evaluations for baseline
results in their study, we used the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) to describe the goodness of the prediction models created.
6.2.1 Root Mean Square Error
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measures the difference between the predicted and the
observed value. This is a general purpose metric for evaluating errors with numerical
values. The RMSE is calculated with the formula below
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=0
(xi − xˆi)2
where n is the number of rows in the dataset, xi is the predicted value at i and xˆi is
the actual value.
6.2.2 Mean Absolute Error
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) measures the closeness between the forecasted and the
actual values through the formula:
MAE =
1
n
n∑
i=0
|xi − xˆi|
10https://fluxicon.com/disco/
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6.3 Results
In this section, we present the results of the new prediction methods.
6.3.1 Inter-case Prediction Results
The results for this method are shown in Table 4. The columns Lasso, RF and XGB in
the table refers to the methods of prediction. The rows present the different levels of
encoding for this method where Levels 1, 2 and 3 refer to encoding method introduced in
the encoding explanation in Section 4.3.1. Level 0 presents the results of the base-case
scenario in the intra-case dimension while Levels 1, 2 and 3 present the results of the
inter-case scenarios. The RMSE and MAE are presented in hours in this production data
log. The boldface values present the highest accuracy among all the encoding methods.
Encoding Measure Lasso RF XGB
Level 0 RMSE 256 195 189
MAE 136 72 67
RMSE 253 158 142
Level 1 MAE 137 58 52
RMSE 221 121 97
Level 2 MAE 137 50 90
RMSE 216 109 91
Level 3 MAE 135 42 33
Table 4. Prediction Accuracy on the dataset
From the given results, it can be seen that as the level of encoding increases, the
more accurate the prediction results are. This can be explained by the hypothesis that
the cases in this log have a strong dependency on each other. In addition, among the
prediction methods, XGBoost outperforms the other two regression methods for the
encoded log. It is also interesting to see that the non-linear regression algorithms(RF and
XGB) present a better result than the Linear (Lasso) algorithm. The reason behind this
result can be explained by the non-linear relationship of the remaining time of a running
trace and the features for the bi-dimensional encoding. We can say that by taking the
inter-case relationship of the traces yield to an increase in prediction accuracy with a
51.9 % increase in the RMSE and 50.7 % in MAE for the XGBoost result between
Level 0 and Level 3.
Next, we investigated the influence of the predicted remaining time value on the
error. Specifically, we focused our attention to the best machine learning method (XG-
Boost), running on our chosen dataset. Figure 20 presents the RMSE (in hours) as a
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Figure 20. XGBoost RMSE errors for different prediction times
function of the remaining times in the test set. Note that we did not provide the same
graph for MAE as they both provide the same trends. Observing the plot, we con-
clude the following results: (1) as expected, accuracy is worse for longer remaining
times (e.g., > 1 000 hours) for all levels; (2) few (or none) inter-case features cause that
the prediction accuracy increases as we get more information about the running case,
although with some oscillations; (3) more inter-case features guarantee that the accu-
racy stabilizes faster and remains stable also for short remaining times. For instance,
LEVEL3 has almost constantly lower RMSE values compared to the other encodings.
This result confirms and strengthens the aggregated results shown in Table 4.
6.3.2 Load Forecasting Results
In this prediction type, we build a forecasting model at every increment of the data. The
graphical results of this implementation can be visualized in the screenshot shown in
Figure 15. We evaluated two aggregated metrics computed from the log: the number
of active traces and the number of resources per day. We analyze these predictions
using the same evaluation metrics (RMSE and MAE). The results for the production log
dataset are shown in Table 5. The errors are in terms of the frequency count for both
metrics.
From the evaluation results and the graph, we can observe that the results of ARMA
forecasting are able to predict the load for the next day with a deviation of less than 9
error points for the active traces and 4 for the resources. In addition, it is interesting to
see in Figure 15 that the prediction of resources does not exceed the maximum number
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Metric RMSE MAE
Active Traces Per Day 8.77 7.43
Resources Per Day 3.96 2.91
Table 5. Load Prediction Results with the Production Log Dataset
of resources (18 resources on February 22, 2012). These predictions will provide an in-
teresting information to the production company whether to add or reduce their number
of resources on a given day.
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7 Conclusion
The main points faced in this thesis are the following:
1. Categorize Predictive Process Monitoring Methods and Types of Predictions
2. Support inter-case prediction feature encoding
3. Design and build a Predictive Process Analytics tool supporting the selected meth-
ods
The thesis proposes a tool for supporting in predictive process monitoring. Specif-
ically, the tool supports users in selecting the preferred prediction method from the list
of implemented methods, building their own prediction model and getting the predic-
tions. To this end, we looked into the different types of predictions in predictive process
monitoring. In the related literature in particular, we looked at two main categories:
intra-case and inter-case predictions.
We focused on the inter-case dimension to provide predictions based on the depen-
dencies of cases. We proposed two new encoding methods to be used in predictive
process monitoring which are the feature to sequence and load encoding. Moreover, we
presented the use of time series in predicting methods for aggregated metrics such as
active cases and resource count. Our experiments for the sequence to feature encoding
demonstrated improvements in the results of around 50 % with respect to the Intra-case
approach when predicting the remaining time in cases.
We were able to see different methods for achieving prediction results. A variety of
encoding methods and prediction model creations were shown. From them, we chose
specific realms to include in the tool implementation. By looking into the architecture
of these methods, we were able to create the architecture of our platform to provide a
tool that is able to provide different types of prediction.
In the future,we have multiple directions we would like to investigate. We would
like to make improvements in the inter-case approach, specically relating to memory
management when building the models. In terms of the tool, we plan to add the capa-
bility to provide predictions for prediction types not yet included in the tool and their
corresponding methods. Moreover, we would also like to improve the visualization of
the results and the presentation of the aggregated results. We also would like to give
more options to the user to create more settings (hyperparameters) when building their
own prediction models. Overall, we would like to improve the tool to be able to have
a runtime prediction interface which can directly use the prediction models built in this
tool.
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